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PRIVATE: STATEWIDE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Kentucky Public Radio Network (KPRN) is seeking a statewide media sales

representative.

The ideal candidate has a great knowledge of marketing and media, a history of

media sales success, passion for public radio, and a love of Kentucky. This position

requires a highly productive individual who can express the unique value that

public media offers in an increasingly crowded media marketplace, and who has

the ability to find and connect with Kentucky’s business influencers.

This brand new position will appeal to the person who appreciates the opportunity

to build something important. A Bachelor’s degree, media sales experience, safe

driving record, and reliable transportation are required. Compensation includes

salary, commission, benefits, and the joy that comes from representing a truly great

product.

The Kentucky Public Radio Network is made up of WFPLWFPL, WUOLWUOL, WFPKWFPK, WNKUWNKU,

WEKUWEKU, WKYUWKYU, WKMSWKMS, and WUKYWUKY; and reaches 475,000 of Kentucky’s most

influential and demographically appealing people weekly.

Applications accepted online only. Please submit a resume and references before

April 22 to resume@louisvillepublicmedia.orgresume@louisvillepublicmedia.org.

KPRN/Louisville Public Media is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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